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Week 128, Day 1: Dan Siegel, MD  

One Crucial Starting Point for Working with Emotional Triggers  

Dr. Buczynski: According to Dr. Dan Siegel, before we can dive into working with emotional triggers, it can be 
helpful to get clear on what we really mean when we talk about emotions.  

So here, Dan will talk about what he considers to be the common ground on which we can build our 
understanding of emotion.   

He’ll also get into how he used this understanding to infuse his work with a client struggling with an 
emotional trigger. 

Dr. Siegel: I've worked with someone where this exact thing happened. Using the word emotional trigger …. 
we will take that part in just a moment, but he started acting in a way which was with very intense emotions 
that were explosive and harmful to the person he was interacting with. This happened yesterday and then 
this morning. He was describing what had happened and he really didn't like that he behaved the way he did, 
even though he couldn’t help himself as it was happening.  

I will give you just a very brief background and then we will get to the story. For me, the word emotion for 
our work as clinicians is a really important word that often, when you look at the science of emotion, lacks a 
unity in what people mean by emotion.  

In writing The Developing Mind years ago, one of the hardest chapters to summarize - the science of these 
different things like memory and attention and stuff like that - was the chapter on emotion. The field of the 
science of emotion was so ununified that I was trying to find the common ground.  

What I am going to describe is an attempt to find this consilience - this common ground across all the 
different disciplines that study emotion. It's not said by any of them specifically, 
but when you look at all of them broadly and look for their common thread, 
this to me is what they are all saying - even though they don't actually say this: 
emotion is a shift in integration. Now, what do I mean by that?  

Integration is when we are differentiating things that are linked. When emotion 
is going well, you feel emotionally vibrant and vital and your relationships are emotionally healthy and you 
feel today is a good emotional day; you are in a state of harmony which is when these differentiated parts 
are then linked to each other. That's called integration.  

When integration is unfolding, it feels really good and it's alive and real and fresh. When integration is 
blocked for complex systems like we are, you lead either chaos or rigidity.  

The term emotional trigger for me is when, if emotion is a shift 
in integration, then an emotional trigger as we use it clinically 
or in everyday use is where something has happened either 
internally or interpersonally or interactively. Either in or inter 
because that's where the mind is - but within and between, 
that has then blocked integration. It either shoved it way down 
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into chaos or shoved it way down into rigidity, rather than an optimal feeling of well-being. 

A trigger can be an event or a memory but [also] some kind of alteration in the state of integration where 
you are shifting it down; it's a downward shift and you are leading to 
these states outside of the usual harmony that comes with integration.  

In that sense, coming back to my patient … he got very angry at an 
interaction that was happening with some friends. I am trying to 
change things just for confidentiality – they basically were friends who 
are also in business together and certain things were happening. These 
three people my patient was interacting with had come to a consensus 
about a way to go. It happened to be their specialty within the group business effort they have, so my patient 
understandably felt excluded; but it wasn't out of line really because the division of the company was for 
these people to make some autonomous decisions. He flipped his lid in this setting of business – they are 
friends and also they work together.  

Now he’s in the session this morning and I said, "Tell me what you are feeling." He goes, "I was angry. The 
three of them made their decision themselves and they are going [down] this path. They may as well leave 
me out and they are acting like they can do it without my thing. There are four of us as partners and blah, 
blah, blah." He's going on and on, and I said, "You are angry and I understand that because you felt excluded. 
What's beneath the anger?" He goes, "What do you mean what's beneath. Anger is anger." I said, "Fine, but 
just sit right now with the anger and imagine these three partners of yours making their decision and become 
aware of your body."  

This kind of builds on Jaak Panksepp's work of the idea that the body is the origin of emotion and the 
movement of processes, whether they are muscle tension, literally the movement of your body or the 
hormones you have, or now we even know the immune system. All these bodily states can pass through the 
neural networks around the heart and around the intestines – the first two brains of our body as Antonio 
Damasio would say – into the third brain which is the head brain. When people say emotions only come from 
the head, it's so misguided. Look at the deep work of not just Damasio but Jaak Panksepp and Porges, and all 
sorts of people – but anyway that's a whole another discussion.  

You start with the body clinically. He goes, "Well, I am angry, I am angry," which is a state in words. In this 
clinical moment I am inviting him to go beneath the words into the bodily sensation. Body sensation happen 
in the here now, but you can also of course have memory of a body sensation. Right in the moment though, 
he's saying, "Well, I was angry, I was angry," and I said, "What do you feel now?" You could see a shift in his 
state.  

When we say the phrase, "an emotional state" based on what I said earlier, that's a shift in integration. He 
goes from this kind of agitated angry state - you can almost feel it's sitting in the room - into some other 
state. It's still uncomfortable.  

You can see he's not laughing and smiling and feeling relief, but he's going to this other down shifting 
integration. It turns out, he starts getting teary and saying, "I think I feel really sad." I say, "Well, stay with 
that." He goes, "They shouldn't have done it." He starts getting angry again. I said, "We can understand there 
may be a drive to do something with the very uncomfortable feeling you are having of sadness, so you get 
angry to do [this], but what would happen if you could just feel the sadness?" He starts getting really sad and 
goes, "What am I supposed to do with it?" I said, "You are supposed to be with it and actually just sit with it."  

This becomes really crucial from a whole narrative point of view because we are human doings and we are 
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human beings. Often we get into the doing mode - that's a brain mode, a mental mode, a relational mode 
and you are doing, doing, doing. For him to just rest in this view… we have this hub of a wheel awareness; 
rest in a hub and just be aware of the sadness in this case, rather than do something about it, which would be 
a rim action. It's huge for this guy. He's with the sadness, he's with the sadness, and I just stay with him and 
see what happens.  

Then what happens is, as you can imagine, all this stuff comes up about his childhood…..about being 
excluded and his siblings being favored by his mom. His father was an alcoholic and not with the family, so 
the mother was the big deal. He'd been close to his father and now his father left, and the mother favored his 
two younger brothers. All this stuff was there and just coming out as if it were happening in the moment. 
You'd say it's an implicit memory that's embedded within this narrative of no one is going to exclude me. It 
comes out in this rageful state of action, and now he’s not doing; he's just being with a sensation of sadness 
that he never let himself be with before.  

He starts to understand that his actions are being driven by states of integration, which would be called an 
emotion that put him into chaos or rigidity. In this case, his emotional trigger was about exclusion. You would 
say there's an aspect of him that is particularly sensitive to being excluded because of his childhood history. 
Now his job as an adult is to allow the more adult state of mind to recognize there's a self-state that's 
sensitive to exclusion, that has the emotional trigger of trying to push against exclusion with the action of 
anger. He's learning all this in the session. He's taking notes about it, because that's what his job is about, and 
coming up with an incredible sense of empowerment.  

He says, "I've got to go back to my partners and apologize. What they did was actually pretty reasonable, and 
wow, that really triggered me because I wasn't aware the sadness was really there..." As the session went on, 
I had him stay with the sadness and that began to emerge even more. I said, "What do you feel with the 
sadness? Stay with the sadness.” [He] was incredibly lonely because his father was gone, his mother favored 
his brothers, and for years after that he was the ignored one. He kind of looks like his dad, so his mother and 
this whole thing about working – all the kind of things you can imagine.  

He had to take an adult part of him and literally learn to care for this excluded younger self-state side, aspect, 
part - whatever you want to call it. [He did this] by differentiating aspects of his earlier experience by not just 
beating up on himself - because he'd get angry at himself. Believe me, you can only imagine how angry this 
guy gets to himself - but to really embrace with humility that he's a human being who just wasn't aware of 
his stuff and he can learn to be with it.  

Doing the wheel of awareness practice for this particular person has been incredibly helpful because he's 
been practicing it. This morning I reminded him he's learning the skill of just being with the hub and allowing 
whatever comes up in the rim - like being angry about exclusion - but then realizing he's sad and lonely. All 
those things become a part of his way of dealing with emotional triggers. 

Dr. Buczynski: So if we think about emotional triggers as roadblocks to integration, it makes sense that 
helping clients learn to stay with the body and be with an emotion can be essential for healing.  

Now tomorrow, we’re going to look at how one practitioner uses a mapping process to put her clients more 
in touch with their body’s natural, automatic responses to triggers.  

But right now, I’d like to hear from you. How will you use what you just heard with your clients? 

Please leave a comment below, and I’ll see you tomorrow. 


